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“I have long been fascinated with our connection to the land. To places: the past and present, how we have shaped and
influenced its use, and how it has shaped and affected our lives at both a physical and spiritual level.” (Wright, 2017)
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Introduction and Background
Beyond the Noise: Coul Links is at its heart an exploration of place, not only the physical space, but the sociological and
anthropological space it occupies.
For me and the relatively few others for whom this place has personal significance the images stir memories and emotions
tied to their unique experiences and relationship with Coul Links. For those who have only more recently become aware of Coul
Links because of the proposed golf course development and the controversy that ensued, the images provide insight into a place
they may have never seen or only seen from a distance. And for both groups the aerial moving imagery provides a completely new
perspective on the vastness and complexity of the landscape.
The images, still and moving, reflect the dynamism of change from season to season and the miniatures show some of the
plant and animal life in a scale that complements the large format prints and cinematic video. The installation is immersive, with the
viewer in a darkened space presented with only one image at a time and of a scale that gives the impression they are standing in
Coul Links or flying above it.
The project at Coul Links, from the outset of my MA Programme, was always fundamentally an exploration of place, but the
way in which I approached that exploration, and the expected outcomes, altered with both the changing circumstances of the
decision process regarding the development, and perhaps even more significantly with my evolution as a photographer. Beyond the
Noise: Coul Links gave me the opportunity to show people aspects of this place in ways they would not have seen before.
It remains a long-term project and this MA Final Major Project is simply a chapter in a bigger story, the ending of which
remains unwritten, and because of FMP I discovered additional narrative vectors to progress the story regardless of the outcome of
the development decision.
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Analysis and reflection on project themes
The emphasis of the project at the outset was one of solely documenting the changes that occurred as a result of natural and
anthropogenic forces over time and how it affected things that live there. I always attempted to approach the project from an
objective perspective. I developed methodologies to use rephotography techniques to capture the landscape in a way that would
allow a basis for comparison over time and work of Mark Klett (1979, 2003) and the writings of Bear and Albers (2017) influenced
my work. (CRJ) Burtynsky’s work influenced my preparations for the potential anthropogenic changes that would affect this
landscape, particularly in terms of the benefits of the use of elevated perspective. However, those techniques proved useful also in
evaluating natural changes as well and in establishing the baselines against which future changes would be evaluated. (Fig. 2 & 3)

Figure 2 - Rose 2018, CL North 14 Oct
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Figure 3 – Rose 2018, CL North 01 Nov

As time passed and political circumstances caused delays in the development decision, my approach broadened, refined and
adapted. As my understanding of Coul Links deepened and I explored it more fully, I found areas of the interior, hidden from the
casual visitor, that provided extraordinary visual interest. A number of these places proved ephemeral and it was through effort and
a bit of luck that I found them at the correct time of year. In these photographs the exploration of place was more metaphorical, and
like Suzuki (2015, 2017)), Cramer (Trilogy), and Axel Hütte it looked at places as everywhere and nowhere; intimate landscapes that
did not reveal where they were. (CRJ)
It was in this same time that I believe I began to find my “artistic voice”, and my photographic style began to emerge and take
hold. My work became more painterly in character with a richness in tone and texture not in my early work. My photographs went
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from being aesthetically pleasing indexical representations to having a soul, conveying something deeper than just the scenes they
depicted. (Fig. 4, 5, & 6)

Figure 4- Rose 2019, CL FMP-07

Figure 5 – Rose 2019, CL FMP-09

While each of these aspects are interesting in their own right and each are important parts of the bigger long-term project,
FMP allowed me to merge some of each of those elements of work created throughout the MA to show people Coul Links in a way
that had not been seen before. Aerial video I had been capturing on a regular basis, but which had not factored much into my earlier
work in progress, would also take a prominent role.
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Of several possible narrative approaches to FMP, I initially proposed a theme titled “Seeking Harmony” that also intended to
look beyond the controversy and focus on the place and how it, as do most natural places, seek to achieve balance whenever it is
disturbed. I envisioned an immersive exhibition that emphasised the nature of the place, but the initial exhibition concept was much
more overt in highlighting the controversial aspects facing Coul Links.
Throughout the course, I was often urged to take a position and I resisted because I sincerely believed as a member of the
local community that I would get further by keeping my personal opinions separate from the work. Suddenly taking a strong and
overt position for FMP seemed wrong. I determined I would be able to arrive at much the same intended outcome via a “subtler”
approach that was encompassed in the theme “Beyond the Noise” which still centred on looking at the place as it exists despite
whatever controversy exists. The correctness of that decision was borne out in the resulting success of the exhibition.
“Even when photographers are most concerned with mirroring reality, they are still haunted by tacit imperatives of
taste and conscience.” (Sontag, 1977:6)
As I began to refine my theme and ways to frame and contextualise the exhibition my research encountered Marc Augѐ
(2008) and Jim Brogden (2019) and their writings on the concept of non-places. Their work caused me to think about Coul Links as
more than a physical space and how it in some ways evidences the opposite of supermodernity as described by Augѐ. Coul Links
existed in relative obscurity to all but a few until the proposed golf course development attached significance to the site and brought
it to the attention of people in and out of the local area. It was a non-place for most and is instead now becoming a place.
“Perhaps today’s artists and writers are doomed to seek beauty in ‘non-places’, to discover
it by resisting the apparent obviousness of current events.” (Augé, 2008: XXII)
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I started this project as a stranger to Coul Links and it is only in coming to know it over time that I began to be able to see it
and record it differently, and in ways possible only because of the connection I had established with the land. I began to understand
its rhythms, its moods and its uniqueness. I explored it not just from the perimeters as most people, but from the air and well into
the reaches of its interior giving me perspectives not available to most. It is only because of this interaction and close connection
that I came to be able to see Beyond the Noise and appreciate Coul Links for what it has been, what it is and what it might be.

Figure 6 – Rose 2019, CL FMP-12
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Description and justification of public outcome
This story is principally of local interest. While it has generated interest afar, the effects will be local. Therefore, I believed it
important to first show the work locally and felt the best way was through an exhibition. Venues and their availability are very
limited. I also knew that a “traditional” gallery type exhibition would not communicate what I wanted to say. (CRJ)
I wanted to create an immersive experience that allowed people, both familiar and unfamiliar with Coul Links to experience it
as though they were actually in Coul Links, and to provide them with perspectives and insights they had never seen before. This
required a mix of still and moving imagery combined with soundtracks recorded on site and edited into the videos. Transforming the
open exhibition space with carefully positioned custom-built display fixtures, I influenced the way people experienced the exhibition
while still allowing freedom to move through as they might in nature. The display configuration sought to create a rough analogue of
how people actually experience Coul Links. Large photographic prints, with no borders or framing hung on monolithic matte black
fixtures, individually lit in an otherwise generally dark space isolated the viewer’s perspective and created the illusion of seeing the
depicted scene for real. The illusion was enhanced by the sounds of Coul Links I had recorded and mixed playing on the surround
sound system throughout the hall. (CRJ) (Fig. 7)
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Figure 7 – Rose 2019, Installation Views: Dornoch

Aerial moving images were a major element of the exhibition. There is a complexity in the landscape that cannot be seen
completely from the ground or even in a series of still images. The intricacies of the dune structures, the vegetation, the permanent
and ephemeral dune slacks; I strongly felt it important to show comparative views illustrating how dramatically the landscape
changed from season to season. Despite tutorial criticism that a synchronous 4-panel view looked like surveillance cameras, I have in
fact been surveilling Coul Links for 2 years. It was the most effective way to illustrate seasonal changes in a direct comparative way.
I had initially hoped to use multiple screens and projectors, but space limitations and the expense and technical complexity of
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equipment that could create the synchronous installation proved prohibitive particularly for the short time I was able to have the
venue. Julian Rosenfeldt’s 2007 Ship of Fools installation, and the video installations in the Watersnoodmuseum in Ouwerkerk (Fig. 8)

Figure 8 - Watersnoodmuseum,Ouwerkerk

and the 2019 Ed van der Elksen Lust for Life exhibition at the Nederlands Fotomuseum in Rotterdam are brilliant examples of multiscreen installations and serve as inspiration for future exhibitions. (CRJ)
I also chose to do an “Artist’s Talk” during the private viewing. It gave me the opportunity to explain in more detail the
motivations behind the work and address the concept of place in a way that was new to my guests. Many people are aware that I
had been working at Coul Links, but not many were aware of how and why that work was being undertaken and that it is planned to
continue. (CRJ)
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Immediately after the Dornoch showing I was asked to bring the exhibit to The Embo Old School which was on the original
candidate venue list but was not selected. Embo sits immediately to the south of Coul Links and it is they who perhaps have some of
the most direct interests in the land and its potential development. Because of the very different space, it was not possible to
replicate the immersive experience of the Dornoch venue, so it took on the character of a more traditional gallery setting. It was
though both important and good to get the work shown in Embo where it stayed on display for just over two weeks. (Fig. 9)

Figure 9 – Rose 2019, Installation Views: Embo

As noted earlier, the curation of the exhibit entailed bringing together elements developed throughout the duration of the
MA programme. Each line of photographic inquiry had a place, whether the early work which attempted to comparatively capture
the changing landscape and characterise the plant and animal life I found, the intimate landscapes that began mid-way through the
program, or the mood filled landscapes and the aerial video infused with the sounds of Coul Links created during FMP. Each of these
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threads of exploration were woven into the tapestry that formed my FMP exhibit. Selecting a limited number of photographs from
the thousands was an editing challenge that I enjoyed. Available space and the display configuration dictated the number of photos.
Including some of the photographs of flora and fauna was a necessary part of the overall story, but they could not overshadow the
landscape photographs, so I chose to create panels of miniatures arranged in collages and mounted with some 3-dimensionality to
create interest and further draw people in. The miniatures were roughly proportional in scale to the large prints such that one could
imagine plucking one off the collage and sticking it on the landscape photo and having it fit in relative size.

Critical evaluation and reflection
“Superb on so many levels. The socio-political context/photography combination is fascinating. It brings so much energy to
the subject and location which at the same time looks so peaceful. Beautiful photographs in their own right.”
Matt Jessop, Professional Photographer & Guest Lecturer
The project and the exhibitions were highly effective and successful. Response to the show was overwhelmingly positive and
it proved to be a significant event in both Dornoch and Embo. It was gratifying to see the people’s reactions at how the exhibition
completely transformed the Dornoch Social Club from the space that everyone knows so well into something completely different
than expected.
Guests arrived early and most stayed well past scheduled closing time. The engagement with the work and the other guests
reflected the interest people had in not only what had been done, but also in what was next for me and for Coul Links.
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The comment book (Fig. 10) reflected the exhibition had been successful in achieving the immersive environment. I didn’t tell
people I hoped they’d feel as though they were standing in Coul Links, but there were a number of comments to that effect. People
related stories to me of memories my work had stirred. Several had very strong connections to the place and their recollections
were quite moving. It prompted me to think about the next phase of the project and the need to collect some of this living history
through interviews and portraits that hopefully can illustrate the unique connections individuals have to Coul Links.

Figure 10 - Rose 2019, Comment Book

The moving images proved mesmerising, and people sat for extended periods watching and listening to the videos projected
on the cinema screen. The four-panel video generated surprise and interest in how dramatically the landscape changed through the
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year. However, I think had it been possible, a multi-screen presentation on four walls of a room would have been even more
dramatic and effective. This is an area I plan to pursue for future exhibitions.
My talk was well received, and it was the discussion of place and non-place that resonated most strongly with nearly
everyone and prompted them to think about Coul Links in a different way.
A review by Mick Yates can be found here. (Yates review) and excerpts below from a review by Matt Sillars, Lecturer in
Photography at UHI and Chair, FLOW Photofest provide a critical analysis of my work. The full Sillars review is in Appendix 1.
“This body of work takes an anti-essentialist perspective. It refuses to walk the easy path and set out opposing positions…
Seeing the links as a historical space and not simply as a contested contemporary site, reveals its relationship to people
over time and acknowledges that it is not, and never has been, a space easily defined by the broad brush strokes of heritage
studies.
Although seemingly passive landscapes sculpted by the elements, they evoke a range of paradigms which privilege people
over nature and speak of the dynamic relationship between land and people – the definition of ‘place’.
The body of work challenges the normative view of the ‘environment in need of protection’… 'Beyond the Noise' references
not just the ideological noise, but the digital noise of hyperreality and conspicuous environmentalism, which has almost
replaced conspicuous consumption as the 'right' of the middle classes.
The body of work, quite bravely, argues that the essentialist nature of the debate is irrelevant and actually unworthy of the
links, which have a heritage and have a future regardless of the slice of reality we are confronting today, now.”
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Location of Final Major Project within the field of contemporary practice
My project bears similarities to other practitioners who have focused their work around place. Matthew Murray’s Saddleworth
(2017), Jem Southam’s (2006) work such as The Painter’s Pool, and Joe Wright (2017) Cubby’s Tarn are all works that reveal strong
connections to place and that each evoke emotive reactions. What these works and mine have in common are that they are made
through regular visits over a period of years. While a place may resonate with someone upon their first visit, it is only possible to
truly come to know a place and establish a deep connection over an extended period of time and through studied interaction with it.
What is different about my work, and based on my research to date unique, is that in addition to mood filled evocative
photographs, I have a body of work consisting of still and moving images that have been captured from both the air and the ground
with a degree of rigour and precision such that it can be used for extensive comparative analyses on how this landscape changes. To
date that work reveals only those changes resulting from natural forces acting upon it, however, it also serves as the baseline for
evaluating whatever changes occur as a result of anthropogenic causes. It is the combination of the ‘scientific’ and the artistic, the
natural history and the evocative, the revelatory and the abstract that make my project and my practice unique.
I am pleased that this project has sustainability, particularly if the development is approved, but even if it is not, I have found
an interesting path forward investigating the stories behind other’s personal connections to this land. In coming to a better
understanding of the concept of ‘place’ and the anthropological and sociological aspects my eyes and thinking have opened to new
ways to approach my work.
“The world of supermodernity does not exactly match the one in which we believe we live, for we live in a world that we
have not yet learned to look at. We have to relearn to think about space.” (Augѐ, 2008: 29)
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The Future
I have been informed by the Director of the Flow Photofest, Matt Sillars, that my Coul Links work garnered the attention of
curators and is under consideration for the biennial show in 2021 the theme of which is ‘Legacy’. Even though the story is local it
has the potential to exist in broader contexts and I will be pursuing wider dissemination and alternative forms of publication as the
project proceeds. The local Historylinks Museum have expressed strong interest in the ‘Living History’ aspect of the Coul Links
project along with the documentation of any future development. The skills and techniques developed on this project and during the
MA will also support additional project concepts I am planning.
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Appendix 1

Reflections on Beyond the Noise

“This body of work takes an anti-essentialist perspective. It refuses to walk the easy path and set out opposing positions, in
relation to the development of the links, by defining the characteristics of each and placing them in opposition to each
other – and then simply photographing the stereotype. The artificial construction of identity, as ‘developer’ and
‘environmentalist’, is deliberately disrupted and the links are presented as a complex space with a complex set of uses by
individuals, rather than by ‘bodies’ of people who are ideological positioned in a debate.
Seeing the links as a historical space and not simply as a contested contemporary site, reveals its relationship to people
over time and acknowledges that it is not, and never has been, a space easily defined by the broad brush strokes of heritage
studies. In the photographs are evidence of human intervention, from the buildings, fence posts and pathways, to the
plantations, monuments and open ground. Each indexical of people engaged in labour, industry and lives lived. Although
seemingly passive landscapes sculpted by the elements, they evoke a range of paradigms which privilege people over nature
and speak of the dynamic relationship between land and people – the definition of ‘place’.
Foucault discusses heterotopias as places which exist in the world, but which are connected in ways to other places and
spaces, by ritual, by use, by assemblage. The photographs of the links inscribe heterotopias of time and space. Time, where
the landscape has collected the past and represents it in snippets and glimpses. Thus, the past is always present in a natural
museum, whose rooms and glass cases are the dunes, grasses, embankments and plantations. Space, where the fragments
glimpsed are of different uses, are different spaces – of industry, or leisure, or travel, of work.
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The body of work challenges the normative view of the ‘environment in need of protection’, and through the use of video
and drones, plays with understandings of reality in a vein similar to Baudrillard’s hyperreality, where the difference between
fiction and reality is blurred. Understanding is mediated by drone and digital technologies and the links are artificially
reproduced in ways that play with the internet mediated campaign instigated to ‘save’ them. 'Beyond the Noise' references
not just the ideological noise, but the digital noise of hyperreality and conspicuous environmentalism, which has almost
replaced conspicuous consumption as the 'right' of the middle classes.
The body of work, quite bravely, argues that the essentialist nature of the debate is irrelevant and actually unworthy of the
links, which have a heritage and have a future regardless of the slice of reality we are confronting today, now.” – Matt
Sillars
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